The design of Biosphere Reserves (BR) poses an interesting problem for systematic planning. It entails a spatially explicitly compromise between economic, social, cultural and biodiversity protection objectives, in a sustainable development context. The global network of Biosphere Reserves includes 563 sites in 110 countries. Currently the spatial configuration of BRs follows a nested scheme, where different land use regimes are assigned to zones in an ad hoc fashion, which complicates the evaluation of their effectiveness. So far in the literature, have not been designed to achieve quantitative objectives, which could limit their value for sustainable development. Using the newly developed version of the software MARXAN © , we solve part of this problem enabling BRs to reach predefined set of spatially explicit quantitative targets, while minimizing the reserves' overall costs (i.e. opportunity, implementation, land value, etc.). Our case study is the Pantanal Biosphere Reserve (PBR), in Brazil. According to our results the PBR could substantially improve its effectiveness if a systematic review of its objectives and goals is performed. Rearrangements of all zones proved to be necessary. Core zones for example, composed of IUCN categories I to IV, increased from its current 1.5% of the BR area to 18.5% to reach all objectives. The absence of quantitative guidelines from UNESCO for the configuration of BRs has limited their effectiveness. Our quantitative systematic approach provided the first insights into potential requirements for zone partitioning, prescribing 22 ± 5% to be allocated in core zones, 22 ± 3% in buffer zones, and 33 ± 4% in transition zones. The most useful outcome, however, was the flexibility the software offered to reach multiple objectives simultaneously.
Introduction
Biosphere Reserves (BRs) were introduced into the conservation arena in the late sixties almost concomitantly with the launch of United Nation's Man and the Biosphere Program (MAB-UNESCO). They were conceived as a "way to a more sustainable future" or "spaces to reconcile people and nature" (UNESCO 2002) . They represent the concerns of the United Nations to secure the protection of natural diversity while maintaining the cultural heritage of traditional communities. This concept is intended to be implemented through a network of reserves representative of all ecosystems that should serve as models of "sustainable societies" and sustainable development (Batisse 1990 ). The current network includes 529 sites in 105 countries (UNESCO 2002 (UNESCO , 2007 , six of them located in Brazil.
The BR zonation model evolved with little guidance, based on a three-zone nested scheme, popularized as the "egg model" (Figure 1) , with a core nucleus, a buffer and a transition zone. The criteria/guidelines for the establishment of BRs were initially defined in the Seville strategy (Poore 1995) , which addressed the functional objectives of BRs (i.e. biological and cultural diversity, sustainable development and logistical role) through four objective-oriented tasks (UNESCO 1995):
• Use BRs to protect and conserve natural and cultural diversity;
• Utilize BRs as models for sustainable development;
• Use BRs as logistic support for research, monitoring, educational and training;
• Fully implement the concepts of BR, through the harmonization of the above functions.
The spatial configuration of BRs, based on "the egg" (Figure 1 ), have core areas, which are necessarily strict reserves (IUCN categories I -IV) which are nested within buffer zones that allow some direct use of biodiversity. The buffer is then surrounded by a transition zone, which accommodates a broader array of land uses, including agriculture, urban centers and other more intensive land uses (Dasmann 1988; UNESCO 2002) . When the BR model was conceived, the key principles of systematic conservation planning were not yet developed and the accountability of BRs or the role of each zone in meeting specified goals could not be tested (Possingham et al. 2006) .
Currently, however, the UNESCO-MAB is revising the goals and objectives of BRs in order to provide more objectivity for the BR model. Their aim is to review the framework of the BR in order to address the challenges of fragmentation and the effects of climate change. The Madrid congress ( MAB Program 2008) aimed to substantially improve the BR model in four components: adaptive governance, zonation, science and capacity building and partnerships. However a review of the proposed Action Plan overlooks the key principles of Comprehensiveness, Adequacy, Representation and Efficiency known by the acronym CARE (Possingham et al. 2006) , which is central to systematic conservation planning and essential for accountability of BRs. Therefore, systematic planning for BRs, needs to integrate qualitative and quantitative tradeoffs between objectives within and between zones (Batisse 1997; Rosova 2001) , while providing quantitative assessment of target achievement (i.e. biodiversity, socio-cultural and economic sustainability).
The Pantanal BR was developed in an ad hoc process (i.e. non systematic), based on expert opinion, as a result of the National Biodiversity Program-PROBIO (Brasil 1999) .
Although there second round of priority setting workshops (Brasil 2007) , although using principles of systematic planning, as never integrated into the Brazilian BRs system. For example, there were mentioning of indigenous territories and other key historical and biodiversity sites from the current PBR map (e.g. enduring rockeries, archeological sites and fortresses from the Paraguay war or even memorials of the Pantaneiro ranching history).
Zoning in the Context of Systematic Conservation Planning
According to Possingham et al. (2006) systematic conservation planning involves finding the best set of potential areas to be protected, while satisfying a number of principles (e.g. comprehensiveness, representativeness, adequacy, efficiency), while providing flexibility, risk avoidance, and an metric for site irreplaceability. Systematic zoning aims to go a step further and help mainstream the principles of systematic planning to other sectors of society including traditional landholders, agriculturalists and even the urban centers. However, in order to accomplish this, planners will have to face challenges that go beyond the realm of biodiversity with even more controversial and scarce socio-cultural datasets (Schoemaker 1991; Gaston & Rodrigues 2003) .
Zoning has been used in urban planning and conservation for a long time (Werner 1926; Ukeles 1964) and not surprisingly shares the same ad hoc characteristics observed in non-systematic reserve design (Pressey 1994) , except that different zones cover a wider range of land management regimes (from strict reservation to intensive agriculture and urban development). Therefore, zoning has the potential to incorporate the contribution of reserved and Figure 1 . Basic configuration of a Biosphere Reserve, based on the egg model for core, buffer and transition zones (red, yellow and green respectively).
non-reserved areas not only to biodiversity conservation but to a broader set of objectives within a more realistic planning framework.
Systematic zoning of BRs needs to be data driven, goal oriented, efficient, spatially explicit, transparent, flexible and inclusive (Pressey 1999) . Only recently, however, did investigation into systematic zoning begin (Moilanen et al. 2005) enabling planning for multi-objective, multistakeholder contexts (Wilson et al. 2010) . Forest managers used simulated annealing to harmonize site suitability and different forestry regimes (Bos 1993) and Verdiell & Sabatini (2005 ) Sabatini & Verdiell (2007 internally zoned a protected area designated as a world heritage site in Argentina. Howevers in both cases, the claims of spatially explicit zoning were based only on spatial attributes such as compatibility and connectivity. They overlooked the explicit incorporation of objectives in the optimization, failing to explicitly target representation, complementarity and constraints of conflicting objectives in the actual problem definition (Possingham 2001; Wilson et al. 2010) .
In this paper we show how systematic zoning could be applied not just as a tool to spatially characterize management schemes, but also to integrate the principles of comprehensiveness, adequacy, representation and efficiency of CARE (Possingham et al. 2006) to BRs. We show how a spatially explicit tool can engage the public into the decision process, where objectives and goals are laid out and compromises are negotiated explicitly (Dhargalkar & Untawale 1991; Higgins et al. 2004; Cabeza & Moilanen 2006; Wilson et al. 2010) .
The Problem at Hand -the Pantanal Biosphere Reserve Accountability
The Pantanal Biosphere Reserve (PBR), instated in 2000, extends through 25,156,905 ha of the upper Paraguay River (Figure 2 ). With a total of 664,245 ha in nine core areas, 5,392,480 ha in buffer zones and around 19 million ha in transition zones, the PBR spreads through Mato Grosso, Goiás and Mato Grosso do Sul States. A review of Pantanal conservation portfolios by Lourival et al. (2009) found poor representation of important conservation features, lack of socio-cultural consideration and low efficiency, demonstrating the need for a careful re-evaluation of the PBR.
The Upper Paraguay River Basin (UPRB) which contains the PBR, comprises a 365,000 km 2 extensive network of rivers and wetlands of great biodiversity importance where red represents core areas, yellow indicates buffer zones and dark green is the transition zone. Light green refers to areas within the boundary of the Upper Paraguay River Basin that were not included in the original ad hoc plan. Average acquisition cost surface for the UPRB, extracted from Lourival et al. (2008) . Costs were scaled in 14 gray scale classes (c). Existing protected areas are represented in red, indigenous territories in yellow and areas deforested in light green (Padovani et al. 2004 ). (Higgins et al. 2005) . The Pantanal is shared by Brazil (70%), Bolivia and Paraguay (30%) (Assine & Soares 2004) . The Pantanal is under pressure from agricultural encroachment, expansion of primary industry and large investments in energy and transportation infrastructure (Junk & Nunes da Cunha 2005) . The outcomes of such threats can be easily identified in and around the Pantanal wetland by the rates of conversion of natural habitats, the accelerating erosion of headwaters, and siltation in the floodplain (Veneziani et al. 1998; Wantzen 2003; Padovani et al. 2004 ).
The MARXAN Decision Support Tool
MARXAN with Zones is a new development (Watts et al. 2009 ) of the widely used reserve design software MARXAN (Ball & Possingham 2000) . It represents a paradigm shift in conservation planning thinking towards a multi-objective scheme that allows planning of several management/land use regimes. MARXAN with Zones generalizes MARXAN`s formulation by increasing the number of states or zones to which a planning unit can be assigned. These assignments are conducted to maximize the planning unit efficiency, across a range of objectives , optimizing the compromises between site suitability and availability in the context of variable costs. The software allocates planning units to zones to achieve an agreed set of targets using simulated annealing and iterative improvement algorithms, according to the mathematical formulation described by Watts et al (2009) .
Guaranteeing Accountability for Biosphere Reserves
Our aim was to provide a framework and guidelines to systematically zone BRs, comparing the representation, comprehensiveness and spatial configuration of an ad hoc and systematically designed PBR. We used six scenarios (see zone juxtaposition in Methods), to illustrate the capacity and flexibility of MARXAN with Zones in order to: evaluate existing BRs, support the design of new reserves, and help the rezoning process of existing reserves under the principles of systematic planning.
We used the principles of the Madrid Action Plan (MAB Program 2008) , but supported by the principles of systematic planning (Possingham et al. 2006) which is in the official Action Plan. We specifically wanted to respond to two questions related to the BR model: 1) how to optimize spatially explicit compromises of representation under a multi-zone and multi-objective context?; and 2) what capabilities of MARXAN with Zones can be useful to handle the spatial constraints of zonation of BRs, to assure their accountability?
Regrettably, we could not find in the literature any quantitative indicators or formally prescribed targets for any of the zones of BRs. The guidelines contained in the Madrid Action Plan (MAB Program 2008 ) state that every zone should contribute simultaneously to the achievement of the biodiversity, socio-cultural and sustainability objectives of a BR. This provides us with a crude idea of how we can do zoning systematically.
Targeting biodiversity, socio-cultural and economic features in a multi-objective scheme allowed control of the tradeoffs between feature representation and complementarity between zones within the same reserve. It also provided an opportunity to regulate the spatial distribution of features only to suitable zones (principle of permissibility), avoiding spatial juxtaposition of incompatible land-uses. We explored, in some detail, the spatial compatibility between management regimes while assigning planning units to specific zones of the PBR (e.g. indigenous reserve versus agribusiness).
We intend our solutions to support the biodiversity, sociocultural and sustainability and logistic roles of BRs (UNESCO 2002) . The zoning problem as previously defined is solved by MARXAN with Zones, allowing for spatially explicit trade-offs between these objectives for BRs. Comparing the existing map with the proposed new spatial configuration, we aim to provide MAB UNESCO with some methods for using systematic conservation planning principles in BR planning.
Our General Protocol
This section describes the planning framework, the problem formulation and information layers used in systematic zoning, as well as the data treatments necessary to parameterize MARXAN with Zones. Later, we explore the sensitivity of the software to parameters such as zone compatibility, representation targets and costs. Finally, we describe the scenarios we used to redesign the PBR based on a multiobjective framework, exploring the potential of MARXAN with Zones for planning BRs in general.
Planning framework for the Pantanal Biosphere Reserve
For this case study, the area under analysis encompasses not only the territory designated to the PBR but the whole UPRB in Brazil (Figure 2 ). This watershed was divided into a grid with 3727 planning units, each one with an area of 10,000 ha. We used 293 features including 117 modeled species distributions, environmental features such as soil, distance to rivers and vegetation, and socio-cultural elements such as indigenous land and traditional ranching. The features were systematically structured to provide representation and complementarity between the core, buffer and transition zones.
We searched for the most efficient spatial configuration for the PBR. The MARXAN with Zones algorithm was able to freely select and allocate planning units according to their contribution they provided to targets.
Problem formulation for multiple objective zoning constrained by multiple costs
Heuristic algorithms have been the method of choice to efficiently achieve biodiversity feature representation in systematic conservation planning ReVelle et al. 2002) . Nevertheless, zoning as assumed by the BR model offers extra complexity to systematic planning for two reasons: (a) each management regime and land use offers differential contribution to targets (MAB Program 2008; Watts et al. 2009); and (b) each land parcel, when allocated to a particular zone, has a variable cost structure (i.e. acquisition, management and maintenance), both affecting the way in which efficiency of reserve systems is measured (Pressey & Nicholls 1989) .
The traditional formulation of the objective function used by MARXAN (Ball & Possingham 2000) to optimize site selection under the minimum set coverage problem can be summarized by the expression:
• Minimize the cost of the reserve system + Boundary cost + Feature representation shortfall penalty.
The objective function according to Watts et al. (2009) is now written as:
• Minimize the configuration costs of all zones + Boundary compatibility cost + Feature and zone representation shortfall penalty.
Boundary compatibility cost is a weight imposed to avoid incompatibility between zones, which is minimized by MARXAN in the objective function.
Target setting
In all 6 proposed we aimed to represent 293 features, ranging from soils classes to species occurrences models and wildlife densities, in all three zones. Features such as vegetation, freshwater eco-domains, and watersheds, were targeted based on the minimum 20% representation of the Brazilian forestry code and the rarity of these features (Lourival et al. 2009 ). Targets for wildlife and cattle densities that are culturally and economically valuable were set at 30% for each zone.
It is important to emphasize, however, that the target values from PROBIO workshops were proposed under the assumption that the presence of features outside strict reserves did not provide any contribution towards conserving them. This assumption is not reasonable or appropriate since the presence and maintenance of genes, species and processes associated with biodiversity are not exclusive to protected areas (Negi & Nautiyal 2003; Wallington et al. 2005; West et al. 2006) .
We aimed for feature representation in three ways. First we used the traditional feature targets for 293 features (e.g. species, vegetation, indigenous territories). For species representation we used the same targets as proposed by the PROBIO priority setting workshop and aimed to represent the number of occurrences, or percentage of the total area to be achieved, across all zones. Then we used the "zone target" for 37 features, which specifies the minimum representation necessary of a feature amount required in each one of the three zones of the PBR. Finally, assuming different zones make different contributions to a feature, we set the values for zone contribution to 292 features expressing the differential capability of each zone to maintain each feature (Table 1) .
For data layers where features had spatially variable density such as the aerial survey data for cattle, caimans, capybaras, marsh and pampas deer (Mourão et al. 1994 (Mourão et al. , 2000 , we set specific zone targets. For example, we set targets for low and medium cattle densities specifically to buffer zones in the floodplain, assuming that they contribute to an important cultural attribute of the Pantanal. On the other hand, planning units that had high cattle densities were assigned to transition and available planning units that were not selected by the software zones, with the purpose of achieving ranching sustainability goals throughout the watershed.
According to the BR model, core zones consist of areas designated as strict reserves (i.e. IUCN categories I to IV), which are protected by buffer zones that allow traditional (low impact) land use practices. The transition and available zones allow for more intensive land use practices. Transition zones, however, also need to comply with the sustainability goals, while available planning units are not necessarily included in such a management scheme. Based on such restrictions we set feature-by-zone contribution to targets, as mentioned above. We used these measures to systematize the level of protection each zone provides to a feature, defining the level of use permitted in a zone (i.e. permissibility). This value can be used as well as a measure of the likelihood of the persistence of a feature in a zone. The values attributed to each feature in each zone (Table 1) reflect the relation between their rarity and vulnerability (Pressey & Taffs 2001) . We illustrate this using the jaguar as an example (Table 1) , where one hectare of jaguar territory in core zone provides a contribution equivalent to a hectare to the jaguar target. In a buffer zone, one hectare of jaguar modeled distribution is worth 0.75 of a hectare for the representation target, since the likelihood of persistence in buffer zones is smaller. In transition zones this value is reduced to 0.5, meaning that 2 ha of jaguar suitable habitat, in transition zones are equivalent of one hectare in the core zone (Crawshaw & Quigley 1991) . Basically the proportions (Table 1) were multiplied by the area of the feature selected in that zone, providing their corrected contribution to the overall feature target (Watts et al. 2009 ). MARXAN with Zones still can assign planning units to whichever zone improves the overall efficiency, but assumes that the occurrence of a feature of interest in that zone represents a fraction, for example, of its occurrence in more protective zones, which is represented by a specific weight (set by the user) to each zone reflecting how much of the target is met in that zone. 
Species models and representation targets
We modeled the distribution of 117 vertebrate species (Figure 3 ) using the maximum entropy algorithm in MAXENT software (Phillips et al. 2006) . All species were red-listed either by IUCN or by the Brazilian Environmental Institute (IBAMA) and their point occurrences were obtained from the Conservation International database (Brasil 2007) . Targets for species were set according to experts appointed by the Brazilian government in the PROBIO prioritization workshop (Brasil 2007) . We chose MAXENT because of its advantages over other methods for presence-only data (Elith et al. 2006) .
We adjusted these targets to enhance complementarity between zones and account for the differential contribution expected from each of the BR zones, using the zone contribution weights. The predicted distribution maps were based on presence-only data and the predictive variables were elevation, vegetation, soils, distance to rivers, distance to roads, and fragility, acknowledging, however, the uncertainties associated with species modeling (Loiselle et al. 2003) , and the problems associated with omission and commission errors as sources of inefficient resource allocation (Field et al. 2004 ).
We targeted densities of four species, caimans, capybaras, marsh and pampas-deer (Table 1) based on the results of aerial surveys conducted during the last decade (Mourão et al. 2000) . Wildlife densities were chosen due to their correlation with ecosystem productivity (Odum et al. 1995; DeAngelis et al. 1998; Daoust & Childers 1999) , an important ecosystem function to be specifically safeguarded, as a qualitative variable (i.e. low, medium and high for each of the zones).
For the purpose of this analysis we considered that a target was achieved when the overall areas selected contained more than 90% of the representation requirement. Hence, based on the distinct but complementary characteristics of targets we aimed to achieve explicit representation of quantitative and qualitative features, and to illustrate the importance of target setting to the BR's biodiversity, socio-cultural and sustainability objectives. Despite our efforts to set targets for as many ecological, social and economic features as possible, we believe that a more extensive set of features should be investigated and used for the actual review process. The current study illustrates to BR practitioners how to be accountable for their successes and failures, while providing the "BR model", with an evaluation tool, based on quantitative indicators, capable of addressing the expansion of the UNESCO-MAB program.
Cost layers
Costs and constraints are an essential part of the optimization process under the minimum set problem formulation. They are a basic component of the objective function and are represented by the cost of planning unit i in zone k , as the factors to be minimized, while the algorithm attempts to represent all features at their target levels. Altogether we used 37 independent spatially explicit cost layers. They were used as individual cost layers due to their importance in defining potential land use types, while also aggregated as zone costs.
Acquisition costs are another major component of BR implementation, particularly in core zones. These costs are dynamic by nature, responding to changes in commodity prices and infrastructure (Lourival et al. 2008) . We integrated acquisition costs based on the equations proposed in Lourival et al. (2008) for the Taquari catchments and we extrapolated acquisition costs across the entire UPRB. This extrapolation assumed that the behavior of land cost is the same across the entire planning region (Figure 2c ).
It is also important to emphasize that some of the layers used as costs were also targeted as features to be represented depending on the zone objective. Certain soil types, for example, are desirable features for achieving sustainability in ranching and agriculture if assigned to buffer or transition zones. 
Connectivity and spatial compatibility between zones (zone juxtaposition)
The spatial configuration of reserve systems is fundamental to guaranteeing the persistence of species and ecological processes (Gerber et al. 2003; Cabeza et al. 2004) . When this idea is expanded to BR zoning, the issue of compatibility between zones (juxtaposition) becomes even more important, because we are negotiating compromises between different land uses. More often than not, some land uses are mutually incompatible and therefore need separation between them. Sometimes connectivity is essential to maintain ecological and socio-economic processes so compatibility is welcome. One interesting capability of the MARXAN with Zones software is that it allows control over the juxtaposition of zones. The use of spatial compatibility allows zones to be nested as the original BR planning process mandates.
We investigated the compatibility between zones in the PBR case study to provide alternative zone configurations based on the BR zonation model. We used the compatibility matrix (Table 3) to evaluate the effect of nestedness on the spatial configuration and to evaluate the flexibility of solutions as suggested in the draft of the Madrid Action Plan (MAB Program 2008). We fixed parameters such as: targets, costs and boundary length in all scenarios, and varied the compatibility values in six scenarios (described below) and evaluated their performances on the basis of compactness and nestedness and efficiency (i.e. least cost maximum representation).
Another parameter that we altered was the status of existing reserves and indigenous territories. In the odd-numbered scenarios, all planning units were available for allocation to any zones, while in the even-numbered scenarios the reserves were preferentially assigned to core areas and indigenous land to buffer zones. The terms "locked" and "unlocked" signify compulsory or optional the presence, respectively, of existing reserves and indigenous land each of the scenarios described below:
• Scenario (1) -total compatibility between planning units in the same zone, but no compatibility between zones existing reserves and indigenous land were optionally available for selection;
• Scenario (2) -total compatibility between planning units in the same zone, and no compatibility between zones. Existing reserves and indigenous land were locked into the analysis. Protected areas were locked into core areas while indigenous lands were locked into buffer zones;
• Scenario (3) -no compatibility between planning units in the same zone and total compatibility between zones. Existing reserves and indigenous land were optionally available for selection;
• Scenario (4) -no compatibility between planning units in the same zone, but total compatibility between zones. Existing reserves and indigenous land were locked into the analysis. Protected areas were locked into core areas while indigenous lands were locked into buffer zones;
• Scenario (5) -compatibility between planning units in the same zone and variable compatibility between zones. Values were set to facilitate nestedness and clumping. In this scenario existing reserves and indigenous land were optionally available for selection;
• Scenario (6) -total compatibility between planning units in the same zone, but variable compatibility between zones. Values were set to facilitate nestedness and clumping. In this scenario existing reserves and indigenous land were locked into the analysis. Protected areas were locked into core areas while indigenous lands were locked into buffer zones.
One output of MARXAN with Zones is the frequency with which each planning unit is assigned to one of the zones. This output is known as selection frequency in (Carwardine et al. 2007 ). We classified the selection frequency, using the same criteria described by Lourival et al. (2009) . The spatial distribution of the selection frequencies (Figures 5a-g ), were compared using the Kappa statistic (Monserud & Leemans 1992) , measuring the dissimilarities between scenarios, for each of the zones. The pair-wise comparison of Cohen's kappa was conducted between scenarios (1) and (2), (3) and (4), and (5) and (6) with the purpose of understanding the effect of locking in reserves, on planning unit selection frequency. We also compared (using the same statistics) the dissimilarity between solutions based on changes in the compatibility matrix, for the same scenarios (Table 4) .
Species models and representation targets
Targets were based on the threat status of 117 species set by the PROBIO priority setting workshop (Brasil 2007) using the output of MAXENT species distributions probability, (Phillips et al. 2006) . We adjusted these targets to enhance complementarity between zones and account for the differential contribution expected from each of the BR zones, using the zone contribution weights. The predicted distribution maps were based on relations between occurrences (presence-only) and several predictive variables: elevation, vegetation, soils, distance to rivers, distance to roads, and fragility. We chose a 70% threshold for the likelihood of occurrence (Figure 3 ) as our cut-off point to generate the presence maps analysed by MARXAN.
Comparison between ad hoc and systematically zoned Biosphere Reserves
Finally we compared the target achievement of the ad hoc scenario (the existing allocation of BR zones) to target achievement from systematic zoning. This step is essential in systematic planning and provides evaluation starting point in cases where reserves and indigenous land were already designated (Pressey 1994) . The existing spatial configuration of the PBR (ratified by UNESCO in 2000) was compared with the best solution for 1000 runs of MARXAN for all scenarios, each with 1,000,000 interations.
We used the same targets for the ad hoc PBR (baseline scenario) as the ones explained for scenarios (5) and (6). We then illustrated the possibilities offered by the software to support the development of new BR proposals, improve the design of existing BRs and compare alternative spatial configurations based on the tradeoffs between objectives.
Our Findings
We present the results for all scenarios but choose scenarios (5) and (6) to illustrate the difference in outcomes between a systematically designed BR in the Pantanal when compared to the PBR design proposed to UNESCO in 2000 (Figure 4 e,f & g). While acknowledging the importance of the PBR as a tool for watershed management, land use ordination and stakeholder engagement, the current PBR lacks a defensible framework and needs a systematic review of its zonation scheme.
Target achievement
Our results for feature targets show that 82% of all 293 features in scenario (5) reached their respective targets. In scenario (6) where reserves were locked in, 84% of overall targets were achieved showing no distinctive difference between scenarios (5) and (6), in overall target achievement for the single best solution of each scenario. We set targets in two different ways, first using the overall feature target and second using feature-by-zone targets. In both cases the representation target was considered adequately achieved when 90% of the target was reached.
Feature representation was fully achieved in both scenarios for wildlife densities (marsh deer, pampas deer, caimans and capybaras) and watersheds. The targets were also achieved for cattle densities and distance to roads and rivers, which are associated with land value and the sustainability of properties within PBR planning units (Lourival et al. 2008 ).
In Table 5 we showed a comparison between scenarios (1 to 6) in regards to under-representation. Scenario (5) Maps representing the best solution of Marxan with Zones, for all scenarios (1 to 6) plus the ad hoc scenario as specified in Table 5 . The core areas (red), buffer zones (yellow) and transition zones (dark green). Here the transition zone planning units are split into dark green (irreplaceable) and light green as planning units that are part of the planning area but do not contribute or were not necessary for target achievement. one freshwater eco-domain, one vegetation subclass and one soil type (with respectively 73, 81 and 56% achievement). The soil type and one of the under-represented vegetation subclasses were common to both scenarios.
Species models and representation targets
In the solutions proposed by MARXAN with Zones, full representation was achieved in scenario (5) for 62% of species, while in scenario (6), around 63% of species were fully represented. The difference in representation between the two scenarios was only in four species. Nevertheless the under-represented species both scenario, had relatively high target achievement (i.e. 78 & 77% respectively).
Zone targets
The possibility of setting targets by zone is what sets apart MARXAN with Zones from the existing systematic planning software. We used this capability to set targets for 32 of the 293 features under analysis, based on UNESCO-MAB guidelines. We chose to target these 32 features directly to particular zones (e.g. indigenous territories assigned to buffer zones in scenario 6). We also wanted to maximize economic sustainability in areas already degraded therefore we spatially targeted deforestation to transition zones.
Overall, scenario (6) missed fewer targets (29%) and had higher average achievement levels (73%) for missed targets than scenario (5) with 31 and 61% respectively for the single best solution. Results were very close in terms of their representation capabilities for zone targets, however what makes them different is the percentage of missed targets for core zones, which was 34% for the no-reserve scenario and 48% when reserves were locked in (Table 5) , pointing to the inefficiencies of current reserves. Despite those figures, our results for buffer and transition zones showed inverted trend.
Connectivity and spatial configuration zone compatibility (Juxtaposition)
We tested MARXAN with Zones capacity to generate spatial patterns compatible with the BR model. Our results illustrate the variety of configuration patterns that can be achieved within MARXAN with Zones. The first pattern emerged from scenarios (1) and (2), where we impose complete compatibility between planning units of the same zone and no compatibility between planning units of different zones (as in Table 3 ). We achieved high levels of spatial aggregation in the overall best solution, as well as in all zones, but no nestedness between zones (Figure 3a,b) .
The clumping process showed in each zone transposed the planning unit selection frequency hierarchy where frequently selected planning units occupy the center of clumps while less frequently selected planning units tend to surround them. A discrete increase in planning unit assignment (3%) was observed when reserves were not locked (scenarios 1) compared to when reserves were locked in the solution (scenario 2). A checkered pattern emerged for scenarios (3) and (4), when complete incompatibility between planning units of the same zone and total compatibility between planning units of distinct zones was imposed (Figure 3c,d ). This pattern was broken only for planning units locked in, and the planning units of existing reserves and indigenous territories were clumped.
When we imposed clumping to planning units (scenarios 1 & 2), the shortfalls were on average 30% bigger than those in scenarios (3 & 4 -anti-clumping) , however these scenarios (3 & 4) mobilized on average, 10% more planning units. When compared the difference in shortfalls between scenarios (1 & 3) was reduced by 34% while between (2 & 4) the reduction of shortfall was 25% in both cases (clumped and anti-clumped). Allowing the software to choose freely, without the constraint of existing reserves, improved target achievement.
In scenarios (5) and (6) we defined the compatibility matrix with properties common to both sets of scenarios (1 & 2), and (3 & 4). We aimed to generate flexible nestedness by allowing planning units of the same zone to be compatible between them and increased incompatibility hierarchically between zones. The pair wise compatibility matrix showed for example that core zones are more compatible with buffer zones than with transition zones. The results (Table 5) showed an average increase in planning unit assignment of 13.5% between scenarios (1 & 2), and scenarios (5 & 6), while there was no significant increase between (3 & 4), and (5 & 6).
However the planning units' assignment to each zone between the above sets of scenarios varied dramatically (Table 5) . It is worth noticing that the amount of planning units assigned to core zones varied from 16 and 18% of all planning units in scenarios (5) and (6), to 30 and 25% in scenarios (3) and (4).
The sensitivity of this procedure can be explored through several combinations of compatibility values, which can be used to increase efficiency by assigning planning units to different zones. The scenarios proposed engaged between 70 and 83% of all planning units of the UPRB watershed, the remainder (30 and 17%) being composed of planning units that are not necessary to achieve the representation requirements because of cost and/or lack of features.
Key issues for Discussions about Biosphere Reserve Desing
Zoning has been society's mechanism for organizing the use of land and managing the spatial components of population growth. Through zoning society is able to reduce conflicts between land users via agreed compromises (Werner 1926; Bojorquez-Tapia et al. 2004) . So far zoning has been used as a spatial tool in urban planning (Conway & Lathrop 2005) , tourism, industry and forestry with relative success (Bos 1993) . However, the conservation literature lacks examples, methods and applications of spatially explicit, multi-objective and multi-stakeholder zonation schemes.
Despite the established literature and the proven advantages of systematic planning to conservation (Pressey 1994; Margules & Pressey 2000; Bojorquez-Tapia et al. 2003) , Biosphere Reserves continue to be designed using ad hoc configuration approaches (Dyer & Holland 1991; Pressey & Tully 1994) . For that reason the capacity to demonstrate that BR can spatially represent environmental, cultural and economic sustainability requirements remains elusive.
Defining the role and contribution of each of the BR zones towards these objectives has been a point of discussion for some time (Tangley 1988) . Very little has been done to quantitatively account for the social, biodiversity and sustainability functions of BR (Price 1996) .
We believe, however, that this is the appropriate time to advocate the case of systematic zoning for Biosphere Reserves, considering the timeframe set in the Madrid Action Plan ( MAB Program 2008) whereby all BRs need their zonation to be reviewed by 2013. Our intention is to contribute to the evaluation process of Biosphere Reserves in general and the rezoning of the Pantanal BR. Our results showed that the current design of the PBR not only under-represents the biodiversity objectives but also ignores the other two essential components of a BR, the protection of local cultures and the economic sustainability of the region.
Biosphere Reserves are an interesting platform to develop systematic zoning applications, since they were conceived under a multi-objective, multiple-zone and multiple-cost framework. Although some studies discussed the qualitative characteristics of BR (Kellert 1986; Tangley 1988; Batisse 1990; Solecki 1994) , so far few studies evaluated their quantitative characteristics (Howard et al. 1997; Lourival et al. 2009 ). Dyer & Holland (1991) emphasized the lack of clear definitions and tangible goals for BRs, to take into account the importance of ecological processes, complementarity, connectivity and comprehensiveness of BR networks. We demonstrate that systematic zoning can fulfill such gaps while optimizing compromises between conflicting objectives in a spatially explicitly manner.
Reaching targets at the ad hoc vs. systematically designed biosphere reserves
Our results have demonstrated the effectiveness of a BR can dramatically increase when they are systematically designed. The PBR does not meet a large number of its targets and would need to reassign at least 300,000 ha in planning units to achieve all targets (Table 5) . When compared with systematically designed PBR (using the same targets and costs), shortfalls were reduced to less than 100,000 ha, maintaining efficiency. Although increases in penalties for under-representing features could bring MARXAN solutions close to full representation ( Figure 7 ).
Systematically planned BRs provide guidance to the spatial allocation of planning units in order to achieve the desired feature representation, now that all zones have to contribute equally towards BR objectives. This directive can improve the flexibility of BRs offering opportunities for improvement during the review process of BRs, scheduled for 2013 (MAB Program 2008) . Enhancing and expanding our understanding of feature contributions to each zone, and the eventual use of floating targets (which may vary between zones), would allow BRs to simultaneously balance comprehensiveness and complementarity between zones, while improving their overall efficiency, becoming a major showcase for landscape scale planning.
Efficiency in Biosphere Reserves
Even though the tradeoffs between comprehensiveness and efficiency are not evaluated in depth here, a substantial increase in number of planning units selected was observed between ad hoc and systematically designed scenarios ( Figure 7) . It is our understanding that targets need to be appropriately revisited to adequately reflect population requirements and species densities in accordance to different land use regimes, and for that reason regulated by the zone restriction procedures.
The concept of efficiency commonly used in systematic conservation planning, (Pressey and Nicholls 1989) , needs to be adjusted in BRs to tackle the particularities associated with zoning. A slight modification in the way efficiency is normally calculated allows planners to integrate the effects of multiple ownership in off-reserve conservation (Lourival et al. 2009) . A specific example was the planning unit assignments to core areas (i.e. to become IUCN categories I to IV) in the Pantanal Biosphere Reserve, which will need to be increased by more than one order of magnitude ( Figure 6 c & d) . Moreover, if planners want to achieve the proposed targets, buffer zones would have to almost double, while transition zones need to be reduced. Nonetheless, the results for target achievement are just an illustration of the advantages and possibilities of MARXAN with Zones. If full feature representation was imperative several parameters in the software could be adjusted to do so, either via the target per zone or overall target.
Some other measures of performance regularly applied to conservation planning, can also be used for systematic zoning. As an example we used the simple system of classifying planning units according to their selection frequency (Stewart et al. 2003) . This method, was expanded in (Lourival et al. 2009 ), and can be used to classify planning units for all zones.
The selection frequencies shown in one standard deviation intervals can be used to guide the priority of zone implementation based on selection frequency. Our approach suggests a large expansion in the core zones (see Figure 6a ,b) maybe politically unpalatable. Market-based methods such as legal reserve compensation (Lourival et al. 2008 ) and other incentives may be the best way to achieve the expansion in the core zone rather than acquisition.
The issue of zone compatibility & juxtaposition
The spatial configurations generated by MARXAN with Zones offer greater flexibility for the decision-making process, allowing a variety of scenarios and configurations, which can fulfill the BR objectives. Two emergent properties became important in systematic zoning, modulating the compatibility between zones. The first can be called permissibility and involves the level of acceptable use of a planning unit that that does not compromise its zone objectives. The second property is zone juxtaposition which defines the spatial compatibility between zones. Together they enable us to isolate threatening processes from sensitive areas, create connectivity and allow spreading or clumping of zones.
Overall, the best solution for scenarios (5) and (6) illustrates well the principle of flexible nestedness proposed by the Madrid Action Plan. Under these new guidelines the "egg model" originally prescribed for BR (Figure 1 ) become amenable to embrace alternative spatial configurations and respond to design limitations. Exploring the sensitivity of the compatibility matrix for intermediate scenarios (5 & 6) illustrates the capacity of the compatibility matrix to influence implementation costs and the efficiency of the BR, by assigning fewer planning units to core zones, but compensating in other zones when applicable.
Our Conclusions
We demonstrated the applicability and flexibility of MARXAN with Zones to Biosphere Reserves systematic planning. We showed that socio-cultural objectives can be explicitly optimized and represented across all zones in the same way biodiversity and economic objectives can. In addition we illustrated, in a variety of spatial configurations, the tradeoffs between feature representation and efficiency for the BR (Table 2 ). Reserve classified by grades of one standard deviation unit, from low (yellow) to high (dark blue) selection frequency for each scenario compared in Table 6 . An emergent property of the comparison between the ad hoc PBR and systematically planned alternatives was that, despite the spatial configuration of zones and the diversity of scenarios, the variability in the percentage of planning units assigned to each one of the three BR zones was fairly constant. On average, systematically designed core zones used 22% of all planning units (SD = 5%), buffer zones occupied also 22% (3%) and transition zones 33% (SD = 4%) of all planning units to represent targets. The ad hoc PBR had 2% of planning units in core areas, 18% in buffer zones and 48% in transition zones (Table 5 ). The systematically designed BRs assigned 23% of planning units to available, either because they did not contribute to targets or because they were too expensive to be included. In the ad hoc PBR the class of planning units available accounted for 30% of the watershed for no explicit reason, we chose to add them to the Transition zone (summarized in Table 5 ), since they represent no acquisition cost, and provide a sense of watershed based management, which ultimately will be the source of income to the BR, through its catchment authority.
Considering that the MAB program has no guidelines for quantifying the amount of the planning region to be allocated to each zone, our systematic approach for the Pantanal Biosphere Reserve provides an interesting insight into how much of the region needs to be in different zones i.e.; 22 ± 5% in core zones (e.g. IUCN I to IV), 22 ± 3% in buffer and 33 ± 4% in transition zones, in order to efficiently enhance target (i.e. objectives) achievements.
UNESCO conceived BRs to support sustainable societies but, until now, it was unable to quantify their performance against the desired objectives. It is clear, that protected areas alone cannot guarantee those objectives. Systematically zoned BRs are an amenable alternative to reach such objectives ( Figure 7) . 
